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Actions such as All of Poland Reads to Kids, Library Night, and the Foundation's activities will contribute
to  increased  readership.  These  activities,  which  include  the  above-mentioned undertakings,  are  aimed
primarily at younger readers whose reading habits are just beginning to be formed. Attractive forms of
activities will awaken in the youngest a passion for reading and encourage them to visit the library.

I believe that every action that promotes reading has an impact on the growth of readership in Poland. 

Observing the activities of the Foundation, I  believe that it  is an organization that has a chance to
contribute to raising the level of readership in our country. In particular, this growth can take place among
school-age  children  and  young  people.  Their  activities  are  very  interesting  for  the  recipients,  properly
promoted and tailored to the needs of the "customer -  the student". Their initiatives can also connect
generations.  Moreover,  in  my opinion,  they additionally  trigger  creativity by  allowing the organisers  to
incorporate their own ideas into the action, e.g. in order to reach a specific audience. In my opinion, the
Foundation entered the reading literacy issue perfectly.

The most valuable part of the second campaign is the Golden List. When choosing books for the
school library under the "Books of our Dreams" program in R....., I was guided by this list. I discussed the
moving short story from the volume "Gorzka czekolada" during my parenting and Polish classes (the topic of
publishing photos on the Internet). The excellent books on this list are Swedish children's literature. Could it
be one of the reasons for the reading success in this country?

The  Foundation supports  wise  upbringing  by  running  educational  programmes for  parents  and
pupils. It promotes reading through the "All of Poland Reads to Kids" campaign, the "Reading Schools" and
"Reading Kindergartens" programmes, as well as Reading Families Clubs. It promotes valuable literature for
children and young people by maintaining a Golden Book List, creating its own books and organizing the A.
Lindgren Literary Competition for contemporary books for children and young people. The mission of the
Foundation is to support the emotional health - mental, intellectual and moral - of children and young
people through educational, educational and promotional activities.
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